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THE ACCURACY OF CELL VERTEX FINITE VOLUME
METHODS ON QUADRILATERAL MESHES

ENDRE SÜLI

Abstract. For linear first-order hyperbolic equations in two dimensions we re-

state the cell vertex finite volume scheme as a finite element method. On struc-

tured meshes consisting of distorted quadrilaterals, the global error is shown to

be of second order in various mesh-dependent norms, provided that the quadri-

laterals are close to parallelograms in the sense that the distance between the

midpoints of the diagonals is of the same order as the measure of the quadrilat-

eral. On tensor product nonuniform meshes, the cell vertex scheme coincides

with the familiar box scheme. In this case, second-order accuracy is shown with-

out any additional assumption on the regularity of the mesh, which explains the

insensitivity of the cell vertex scheme to mesh stretching in the coordinate di-

rections, observed in practice.

1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, finite volume methods have enjoyed great popular-

ity in the computational aerodynamics community and, since their independent

introduction by McDonald [8] and MacCormack and Paullay [7], they have been

widely used for the numerical simulation of transonic flows governed by conser-

vation laws. The basic idea behind the construction of finite volume schemes is

to exploit the divergence form of the equation by integrating it over finite vol-

umes, and to use Gauss' theorem to convert the volume integrals into contour

integrals, which are then discretized. Finite volume methods based on central

differences have become particularly popular, following the work of Jameson et
al. [5]. In this formulation, usually referred to as the cell center scheme, the flow

variables are associated with the centers of the computational cells, which are

quadrilaterals in two dimensions. An alternative scheme has been introduced

by Ni [11], where the flow variables are kept at the vertices of the computational

cells. The resulting method is called the cell vertex scheme, and it presents a

natural generalization of the familiar box scheme to quadrilateral meshes.

In spite of a significant progress on numerical modelling of complex fluid

flow problems by cell center and cell vertex finite volume methods, the accuracy

of these schemes on distorted multidimensional partitions has not been rigor-

ously investigated. We note, however, that relevant preliminary work based on

truncation error analysis has been carried out recently by Giles [4], Morton and

Paisley [9], and Roe [13, 14]. The practical evidence presented in [13] suggests
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that the cell vertex finite volume scheme has a marked advantage over the cell

center scheme in terms of accuracy on distorted quadrilateral meshes, which

is in agreement with the findings of Morton and Paisley in [9]. For Friedrichs

systems in the plane, Lesaint and Raviart [6] have considered a general class of

finite element collocation methods which includes, as a special case, the cell ver-

tex scheme. Their error analysis in the case of first-order hyperbolic equations

is, however, restricted to regular rectangular partitions.

In this paper, a theoretical framework is introduced which provides a new

interpretation of the cell vertex finite volume scheme and embeds it into the class

of finite element methods. This approach enables us to investigate its stability

and accuracy, and to obtain optimal error bounds on distorted quadrilateral

meshes.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section some notational

conventions are introduced. We formulate our model hyperbolic initial bound-

ary value problem and construct its finite volume discretization. Section 3 is

devoted to the derivation of a discrete Gàrding inequality, which forms the basis

of the stability proof. In §4, optimal error bounds are derived on quadrilateral

partitions under minimum smoothness requirements on the solution. Our re-

sults indicate that both stability and accuracy depend on the distortion of the

mesh. More specifically, the scheme is second-order accurate if the quadri-

laterals are close to parallelograms in the sense that the distance between the

midpoints of the diagonals is of the same order as the measure of the element

(Theorem 4). Moreover, on rectangular partitions, the scheme is shown to be

second-order accurate without any additional hypothesis on the regularity of

the mesh (Theorem 5). In particular, the regularity requirements of Lesaint

and Raviart [6] are not necessary in this instance, which explains the insensi-

tivity of the cell vertex scheme to mesh stretching in the coordinate directions,

observed in [13].

2. The model problem and its discretization

For a complex Banach space V, a> > 0, and p £ [ 1, oc], we denote by

Lp,cü(V) the weighted Bochner space, consisting of all strongly measurable map-

pings v. (0, <x>) -+ V such that e~wlv £ Lp((0, oo); V). We equip LP,W(V)

with the norm

v A(JoOCe~pa"\\v(t)\\pvdt)x/p     if 1 <p < oo,

ess SUPoo^"™'!!^/)!!!/ if/7 = 00.

We denote by H™(V) the weighted Sobolev space of order m , m > 0, i.e.,

\dkv
K(V) = {v eLi.UV) e L2,W(V), 0<k<m

dtk

Let Q denote the open unit square (0, 1) x (0, 1). For m, a nonnegative

integer, and p £ [X, oc], we denote by Wpm(Çl) the complex Sobolev space of

order m , equipped with the usual norm |H|w"»(o.) and seminorm | • Iw^ííí) (cf.

[1]). In particular, when p = 2,   W2m(Çl) is denoted by Hm(Çl).

For a measurable set, G, we denote by m(G) the Lebesgue measure of G and

by Xg its characteristic function; G denotes the closure of G. For two points

in R2, P and ß,say, dist(P, Q) denotes the Euclidean distance between P

and Q, and diam(G) = supP Q€0dist(P, Q).
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Suppose that a is a two-component real vector function with continuously

differentiable entries ax and a2 defined on Q. We introduce the following

subsets of dd:

d-d = {\£ dQ\ a(x) • n(x) < 0},

d+Q= (xe9Q|a(x)-n(x) >0},

where n(x) denotes the unit outward normal to 9Q at x g díl; when x is a

vertex of Q, n(x) is taken to be the unit vector along the axis of the normal

cone at x £ dû. (see [2, Definition 4.1.3]). With a, we associate the space

H}_(Q) consisting of all v in HX(Q) whose trace on <9_Q is zero.

Given / e H^(L2(Q)), œ > 0, and Uq e H}_(Çl), consider the following
initial boundary value problem:

-£ + V-(Au)=f inQx(0,oc),

W u = 0 ond_Qx(0,oo),

u(x, 0) = Uo(\)   in Í2.

With the help of semigroup theory, this initial boundary value problem can be

shown to possess a unique strong solution (see Pazy [12, Corollary 4.2.10]).

In order to transform ( 1 ) into its variational formulation, we introduce the

sesquilinear form B: //1(Q) x L2(£l) —> C defined by

B(u,p) = (V-(au),p).

Now we can restate ( 1 ) as follows: find u £ HxJ(L2(Cl))nL2i0)(H}_(Cl)) satisfying

(2) (^,p^+B(u,p) = (f,p)   Vp£L2(Çl),

(u(-,0)-Uo,p) = 0 VpeL2(ß).

The construction of the finite volume method is based on this formulation.
Let !? = {^rh}, h > 0, be a family of partitions ^h = {Kh), where each

K*> is a convex open quadrilateral. We assume that, with ETh = {AT*}, i =

X ,2, ... ,mh, Ü = U£*j Kb , and that each pair Kb , Kb , i¿ j , has either an

entire side or a vertex in common, or has empty intersection.

Let hKh  denote the diameter of Kb , and let pKh  denote the maximum

diameter of circles contained in Kb . We denote by PKk and Qkh the midpoints

of the diagonals of Kb . The family &" will be assumed to possess the following

regularity properties:

Hypothesis HI. The family & is structured, i.e., for each h > 0, ETh is

topologically equivalent to a rectangular partition of Q.

Hypothesis H2. The quantity h = max{hKh\Kb £ fTh\  approximates zero,

and there exist two constants ¿o > 0 and cx > 0, independent of h , such that
for all Kb £3rh, 3rh £^,

(i) disl{PKH, Qkh) < c0m(K?),

(ii) hKk <cxpKH.
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We note that hypotheses H2(i) and H2(ii) are independent of each other:

H2(i) demands that the quadrilaterals are close to parallelograms, whereas H2(ii)

is the usual local regularity condition (cf. [3, §3.1]).

The finite volume discretization of (2) is performed on a family of partitions

satisfying hypotheses HI and H2. In order to introduce the relevant approxima-

tion spaces, we define the reference square K = (0, 1 ) x (0, 1 ) and denote by

FKh the bilinear function which maps K onto Kb . Since each Kb is convex,

the determinant JKh of the matrix DFKh, the Jacobian matrix of FKh, can be

assumed to be positive on the closure of K. Further, let Qx(K) be the set of

bilinear functions on K, and Qo(K) the set of constant functions of K. We

define

^h = {v£Hx(Q)\v = voF-x, v£Qx(K), Kb£^h},

J?h = {P£ L2(Cl)\p = poF~x, p £ Qq(K) , Kb£^h),
i

as well as 2^ = 1¿h n #1(0). Let Ph: L2(Q.) -» J?h denote the orthogonal

projector in L2(Q.) onto Jfh , and let Ih: C(Q) -♦ 1/h be the interpolation

projector onto %h . For a two-component vector function, w = (wx, w2), we

define Ihw = (Ihwx, Ihw2). The discrete analogue of the sesquilinear form B

is given by

Bh(v , p) = (V • Ih(&v) ,p)   W £ %b , \fp £ J(h.

We define the cell vertex finite volume approximation of (2) as follows: find

uh in Hxw(Wh) satisfying

(jfr,py)+Bh{uh,p) = {f,p)    v-p£^h,

(uh(-,0)-uo,p) = 0 Vp£J?h.

In particular, when p is chosen to be the characteristic function of a quadri-

lateral K from the partition, an elementary calculation reveals that the spatial

discretization, induced by the sesquilinear form Bh in (3), gives rise to a four-

point finite difference scheme involving the values of the approximate solution

at the four vertices of K. This establishes the connection between (3) and the

usual finite difference formulation of the cell vertex scheme.

In order to simplify the presentation, in the rest of the paper, a will be

assumed to be a constant vector. We can also assume, without restricting gen-

erality, that both entries of a are positive, in which case the inflow boundary

d-Çl coincides with the intersection of dû. with the coordinate axes. Our re-

sults can be extended, at the expense of some technical difficulties, to problems

with variable coefficients, provided that the components of a are of constant

sign.

3. Stability analysis

The cell vertex scheme (3) will be shown to be stable in mesh-dependent

versions of the norms of L2(Q) and L2(d+Ci). The precise definition of these

is given below.
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3.1.   Mesh-dependent norms.   For a partition ETh £ £? , we define

363

|P||/2(ii):

and, denoting d+ K = d+Q. n K,

K<i5->>

1

m(K)
/ vi

Jk

1/2

x)dx

1/2

Yj     m(d+K)
Ke9~h ,d+K¿0

m(d+K)Jd+KV
ds

Clearly, || • ||/2(ii) is a seminorm on L2(Q), and it is a norm on J?h . Under

the assumption HI, || • |l/2(£i) is also a norm on %fb .

Let us note that, by virtue of H1, for each ¿7~h £ & there exists a pair of

positive integers (M(h), N(h)) such that mh , the cardinality of ETh , is equal

to M(h)N(h), and with each Kh £ ZFh we can associate a pair (i, j), 0 < i <

M(h) - 1, 0 < j < N(h) - 1. Thus, we label Kh by the subscript ij and write

AT*, instead. The vertices of Kfa will be denoted xhj, xh+l ■, x*+1 +1, x* .+,,

starting with the lower-left corner and labeling anticlockwise.

For a partition y* = {K^\ 0 < / < M(h) - 1, 0 < j < N(h) - X}, we define

the sets

fc-i/-i_

QW= UU4'        k=X,...,M(h),  l=X,...,N(h),
1=0 j=0

d+nhkl = dQhkl\d-Q,        k=X,...,M(h), l=X,...,N(h).

Clearly, nhM{n)yN{h) = ^ and d+D.hM(h)N(h) = d+Q. for all h. For a continuous

complex function v defined on Q, let

pVj, =-j— /   vdx,
" u     m(Kb}) JKf.

^v'j = n-si /        vds'

/Z2l>,
1

x?,.| L
v ds.

We introduce the following mesh-dependent norms:

IMI/2<ni,

{¡t-1 /-l

EEm(4)K
,=0 j=0

1/2

/-I

1/2(0+«*,)

[ i=0 ;=0

1/2

When k = M(h) and / = N(h), these coincide with l/2(0) and \h(0+Q)
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respectively. In addition to these, we shall also need the mesh-dependent norm

{k-i i-i

EEffl(4ui:';-i)Ni2
¿=0 j=l

k-ll-l )l/2

+ J£m(4u^,,;)IW;|2        •
/=1 ;=0 J

In the definition of || • ||/0(íí/, x, we adopt the convention that empty sums, cor-
2 *■    kl'

responding to k = 1 or / = 1, are equal to zero.

3.2. Discrete Carding inequality. The main result of this subsection is the

discrete Gàrding inequality stated in Theorem 1 below. The proof of this relies

on some technical lemmas, and proving these is our first objective.

The following lemma establishes the connection between hypothesis H2 and

some familiar regularity conditions from the theory of finite element methods,

and will play an important role in the subsequent analysis.

Lemma 1. Suppose that the family & = {^h} satisfies H2. For K £ fTh , let

h'K denote the length of the shortest side of K, and let ajK, j = 1,2,3,4,
denote the interior angles in K. Then there exist two positive constants o and

x, independent of h, such that for all Kb £ ¡Th , J~h £ &,

(4) hKH¡h'K, < c

and

(5) Icosa^J < 1-T,        ; = 1,2,3,4.

Proof. Let us first prove (4). Consider a partition £Th e &~ and a quadrilateral

Kh E J*.   If h'Kh > pKh, then (4) immediately follows from H2(ii) with

a = cx .   If, on the other hand,  h'h < pKh   (and therefore cq > 0), then,

denoting by h'L the length of the side of Kb opposite the shortest, we have

that h'L  > pKh .   However, thanks to H2(i),   h'l\h  < h' h + 2com(Kb), and

therefore

(6) h'q < pkh < h"K, < h'q + 2com(Kb).

Since h = max{hKh|AT* e !Th} approximates zero, we can assume, without

restricting generality, that h < l/(4coCi). Thus, pKh - 2com(Kh) > pKh/2,

and, according to (6),

hKh hKh

-TT- <-¡r < 2ci    (=: a).
h'K„ - pKH - 2c0m(Kb) -

i i

In order to establish (5), let us denote by A, B, C, and D (labeling in the

anticlockwise direction) the vertices of Kf £ J7'h , and let W denote a circle

contained in Kf with diameter equal to pKn. Let O denote the center of this

circle. We can assume, without restricting generality, that the smallest interior
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angle in the quadrilateral Kh is at vertex A. Let us construct the two pairs

of tangents from A and C to the circle & and denote their intersections by

B' and D'. Since AD AB > ÁD'AB' and, by assumption, the smallest interior

angle in AT* is at vertex A , we have thus obtained a lower bound on the smallest

angle. It remains to bound the cosine of the angle ¿D AB' from below in terms

of hKh and pKh.

Let Z denote the point at which the tangent AB' touches the circle, and

note that AAZO is a right angle. Then

cos ZOAZ = m= 1^1
10,41      (\ZO\2 + \AZ\2y/2

and, thanks to H2(ii), it follows that cosZO^Z < 2c1/(l + 4c2)1/2.   Since

AD AB < n/2 and LD'AB' = 2Z0AZ , this implies that

0 < cos ¿DAB < cos ZD'AB'

( 2c,       \     4c?-1
larccos(lT4c^i = 4TT-

Assuming, without restricting generality, that akh < a'h for 1 < k < I < 4,

we have thus proved that

< cos 2 ( arceos

0 < cosa'a < 1 -
X* - L - TT4c|

Clearly, a2Kh <2n/3 and a3Kh < % - axKh. Hence,

1 2 i,2
"2 < COSa^ < cosa^ < 1 - y-^,

2 , ,       , ">
-1 +-—^ < cos ai, < cos a „j < 1

l + 4c, ^"»"Kt-™0"*?-1    TT4cT

In order to estimate cos a\,h, let us first note that if akh  and a'h  are two

interior angles at diagonally opposite vertices of AT* , then, by virtue of H2,

|cosa£„ - cosa^l < 8com(Kb)(pKh)~x < 8coCXhKh.
i i i '

Suppose that akKh,   A; e {1,2,3}, is diagonally opposite to a4Kh.   Then it
í Í

follows that
.4     _ „„„ „,fc      ,   /„„„ „A „„„ „kcosa^/, = cosa*,, + (cosa^ - cosa*»)

--1 + (tT4c|-8coC1^)--1

We can assume, without restricting generality, that

1 (       1
h <--^-      <

8c0Ci(l+4c2)     V    4c0C!

Then, noting that a*Kh > n/2, we obtain

1

Thus, we have proved (5) for j = X, 2, 3, 4, with x = (1 + 4c2)"1

■ 1 + -—T-z < cos ath < 0.
1 + 4c? Kt '
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Let us recall from §3.1 that, for a partition ¡fTh £ SF, HI implies the ex-

istence of two integers M(h) and N(h) such that ETh consists of M(h)

columns and N(h) rows of quadrilaterals. Thus, each quadrilateral in the

partition can be labeled by an index ij, and we shall write AT* , 0 < / <

M(h) - 1, 0 < ;' < N(h) - 1 . Let AT* e ¿Th be a quadrilateral with vertices

Xij, x,+i j, xi+x j+x, xiJ+x, and denote by nfj, n%, n^, nfj the unit outward

normals to the East, West, North, and South side of AT* , respectively. Let us

define

^■ = -|x?,7+i-x?>-<,        t = 0,...,M(h), j = 0,...,N(h)-X,

*J = ~\*ï+i, j-*ïj\*-*$j>        i = 0,...,M(h)-X, j = 0,...,N(h),

with the convention that n™     . = (-1, 0) for j = 0,..., N(h) - X, and

nf,v(Ä) = (°'-1) for i = 0,...',M(h)-X.

Lemma 2. Suppose that the family & satisfies hypotheses HI and H2. Then

(7) \cl+x,J-clj\<2co\a\m(KbJ),

(8) |c,,;+1-c;;|<2c0|a|m(A-*),

(9) \ci+x,j-ci-xj\<2c0\*\m(KfJöKllJ),

(10) \eitj+i-eitj-i\ < 2co\a\m(KtjUK>j_i).

Proof. We begin by establishing (7); the proof of (8) is analogous. Thanks to

hypothesis H2(i),

lci+l,7       L¡j\ 2i W   Ix;+l,y+l       Ai+l,jln;+lJ       \xi,j+l       xij\"ij

= 2|a|dist(iV , QK„) < 2co\A\m(Kb,).

Inequalities (9) and (10) follow from (7) and (8) by the triangle inequality.    D

Lemma 3. Suppose that the family S?  satisfies hypotheses HI and H2. Then

(11) |n^.a-nf_ira|<8c0c2|a|^

for i= X, ... , M(h) and j = 0, ... , N(h).

Proof. Let us consider the quadrilateral AT* e ¡J'h. Then, by H2(i),

ln£-n?_,  ,|<U      "1-1,71 -  |VA  _„A        i
XU     Xi,j+V

iv/i  _ VA        i _ ivA _ VA
lAi7      A/,y+ll       lAi'+l ,;'+! 1+1,7

(12) +r^-~h-f2distil, Öjr-
xuxLJ+v

- h^T^-¡dist(PK,   QKf).
Ixi7     A/,y'+ll

Analogously,

(13) Ing-nf-iJ < n-^-r dist^* , ß^.).
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Combining (12) and (13), and using hypothesis H2, we obtain

4\a\disl(PKh, QKh)
\nfi • a - nf_, ,- • al <--u-r—

max(|i*-x*J+I|,|«*+lfa,-i*+1J+1|)

m (A"*.)
< 4c0|a|-J- < 4c0ci|a|AiC*.

Pkh. u
•j

Applying (4) with a = 2cx (as in the proof of Lemma 1), we obtain (11).   D

Lemma 4. Let ca = min(ú¡i, a2)/|a|, and assume that hypotheses HI and H2

hold with c2:=ca- 8coc2(l + 2c0) > 0. Then

(14) ci+i ,j + cu > 2^|a| \x!¡+xj+x ~ x?+i j\,

(15) eiJ+x+eu > 2c2|a| |x*+lj+1 - x* ,+1|

for i = 0, ... ,M(h)- X and j = 0, ... , N(h) - X.

Proof. We shall only prove the first of the two inequalities.   It is clear that

»■»2r(*),y = -*•■&(*)-» j and

(16) a.n^(A)_1)J. = (üi,a2)-(l,0) = fli>ca|a|    (> 0).

For 0 < / < M(h) - 2 and 0 < j < N(h) - X , it follows from (16) and (11)
that

M(h)-\

fe=I+l

(M(A)-l

ca - 8c0c2   Yl   Ajc*
k=l+\

Thus, using (7), we conclude that

C/+1 J + C,j = 2C/+i j — (C/+i  y — C¡j)

> 2a • b§|x?+1 J+1 - x*+1 J - 2|a|c0m(A-* )

/ «W-i /î2„\

>2|a||x*+lj+1-x*+1 J    ca-8c0c2   ]T   Ä** "^p^ )■

By virtue of (4) with cr = 2ci , the last term in the brackets can be bounded

from below by -4c0c2/z^ . Hence,
U

(M{h)-l

ca-8c0c2    ¿    \Xkj-4+l,j
k=0

However by H2(i),

\Xij ~ X/+l,/l - lX/0 ~" xi+l,ol + Z^ I lxi,/+l _ x/+l,/+ll ~~ lx// ~ x/+l,/
/=0

N{h)-l

<|x*0-x*+10| + 2c0   Y   m(K?t)>
1=0
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and therefore,

M(h)-l

(17) ¿   |x*7.-x*+ljj|<l+2c0,        j = 0,...,N(h).

i=0

Employing inequality (17) yields

(18) ci+xj + Cij > 2|a| |x*+1>;+1 -x*+1;.|(ca - 8c0c2(l + 2c0))

for i = 0,..., M(h) -2, j = 0, ... , N(h) - 1. In fact, according to (16), the
result (18) is also valid for i = M (h) - X and j = 0, ... , N(h) - X . Setting

Ci '•= ca - 8coC2(l + 2co), we obtain (14).   D

Recalling the definition of the set Q*; from §3.1, we denote by Xki the

characteristic function of Q*7, i.e., Xki(x) = Xtf (x) . The proof of the stability

of the finite volume method (3) is based on the following discrete sharp Gàrding

inequality.

Theorem 1. Let ca = min(ai, tf2)/|a|, and assume that hypotheses HI and H2

hold with c2 := ca - 8coc2(l + 2c0) > 0.   Then, for all k and I,   X < k <
M(h),  X <l<N(h),

ReBh(v,XkiPhv)> -4c0|a||M|2
(19) 2( kl'

- ^o|a|||t;||2í(níí) + iC2|a| ||,,||2(w4)   yv £ %h_.

Proof. Let AT^ £ ETh , and denote by n^, nJJ, n^, nf; the unit outward nor-

mals to the East, West, North, and South side of AT* , respectively.

We shall first consider the case when 2 < k < M(h), 2 < I < N(h). Recall-

ing the definition of the sesquilinear form Bh , we can write

Bh(v,XkiPhv)= [[V-Ih(av)]XkiPhvdx= [   [V • Ih(av)]Phvdx
Jn J&ki

k-ii-i

= YY\f    Ih(av)-nds) (—L-fvdx),
i=0 j=0 \~"*u I   \-l(Kh

where v denotes the complex conjugate of v . Since Ih(av) is a linear function

along each side of the quadrilateral AT* , the contour integral appearing in the

last expression can be evaluated by the trapezium rule, thus yielding

h(n\     v. . phn/

h     ,(a«)i+i,;+i •nfj + (av)i+i,j'nfj

B"(v,XkiPhv)

k-ii-i

= EE
¡=0 ;=0

Iv*lAi+l,y+l      aj'+1,;'I

h (av)lyJ+x.nYj+^v)ij-nYj

h _va       (nv)i+i,j+i-nfj + (av)Lj+x-n^
"•" lxi+l,j+l       Xi,j+U 2

L|l (a^)/+i,J-nf. + (a^),7-nf | .
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where v¿j = pv¡j. Shifting the indices in the /-summation in the first term and

in the /-summation in the third term, and noting that (az>)oj+i = (aw)oj =

(aw),+i,o = (au)/,o = 0, nfj■ = -nf+Uj, and n^ = -nfJ+l , we obtain

Bh(v , XkiPhv) = E E |x*,+1 - x*/a^^+' + {aV)- - <(% - «,_, j)

;=1 ;=0

/=0 j=l

Vlv* v*  |(atJ)*J+'+(au)fcJ    „IFfl
~ Z^|Xfc.7+l _XM 9 nkjvk-l,j

J=0

k-l
Vlv* Y*.(»u)«+l,/ + (^)«7    „S,-,

~ 2^ lXi+l,/ ~ X//l-o-ni/U',/-
¿=0

. k-ll-l

= - j YY CijtaVijOliOi+lj - tl2V~i-l,j)
1=1 ;=0

. fe-1/-l

1=0 ;=1

/-l k-l

+ Y ckjßlvkjVk-l,j + Y eil^vilv¡,l-l-

;'=0 i=0

Hence, shifting indices again and observing that

PVU = {2Px(Vij + ViJ+x) = \pî{Vij + Vi+x j),

we obtain
. k-ll-l

Bh{v , XkiPhv) = j Y Yí-CijViVijPiVi+U + c'+i,jßiVijPiVi+i,j]

1=0 ;=0

. k-ll-l

+ y ̂ 2^2{-etjPiVijPii>i,j+i +eij+mVijMiVij+i}
i'=0 j=0

x'~l 1 *"'
+ 2 S ckMivkj\2 +2~Y eii\fiivn\2-

j=0 ¿=0

Since Re(aß) = Re(cxß), this yields

. k-ll-l

ReBh(v, XkiPhv) = 2 S Y^Ci+l<J ~ cu)Re(PiVijPiVl+x,j)
i=0 ;=0

, fc-1/-l

+ 2 S £(*»'.j'+i " eu) teiHiVuPiVij+x)
1=0 ;=0

j l-l jfc-1

7=0 1=0
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Re(aß) = 2
a + ß

-¿(M' + l/*!2),

ReBh(v,XkiPhv)

k-l l-l k-l l-l

= Y Y^+i-j - c'j)\vvu\2 + Y Y&j+t - eu)\p-vi.
,=0 7=0 ¿=0 7=0

.  it-1 l-l

~ 4 Y Y(Ci+l>J - C'7')(l^2%|2 + \PlVi+XJ\2)
i=0 7=0

. k-l l-l

~lY Y&'J+i ~ eö)d^l%|2 + \ßlVi,J+l I2)
/=0 7=0

l-l k-l

+ 2 S Ckj\f*2Vkj\2 + j Y eu\PlVil\2
7=0 /=0

k-ll-l

= Y YttCi+i>J ~ Cij"> + (et<J+l ~ eu)]\iivu\2
1=0 7=0

.     r At— I /— 1 k-l l-\

"4(EE(f'+1J~c'-'^W2 + EE(i'./+' -eij-x)\pxvu\
[i=l 7=0 1=0 7=1

1    i'"' k~l

+ a {Y^j+ck-ij)\ßivkj\2 + Y^e''+e'-'-^^vit\2
7=0

Employing (7)—( 10), we find

ReBh(v,XkiPhv)

i=0

(20)

k-ii-i

>-4c0\a\YYm(Ku^v'j\2
1=0 7=0

1 (*-"-'

^ 1=0 7= 1

k-l l-l

+YYm(KuuKi-iJ\f2V>j\
1=1 7=0

l-l k-l

+ 4 \^2(Ckj + Ck-ij)\ft2Vkj\2 + Yl(eu + ei,i-i)\/iiVu\
7=0 i=0

Applying (14) and (15) to bound the last two sums in (20) from below, and

recalling the definitions of the mesh-dependent norms  || • ||/i(n*,,   || • ||/0(n* j,

and II ' ll/2(a+Q* ) » we obtain (19) for 2 < k < M(h) and 2 < / <N(h).
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Now let us consider the case when at least one of the two indices k and /

equals 1. Suppose k = X, 2 < / < N(h) ; the case / = 1, 2 < k < M(h) is dealt
with similarly, and the case when both k = X and / = 1 will be considered

separately.
Thus, we assume that k = X, 2 < I < N(h). By the same argument as in

the case when k > 2, we obtain

i-i , i-i

ReBh(v,XuPhv)= J^oj+i -eo,j)\pv0j\2- ^ ]T(co,7+i - Co,,-i)|//i%|2

7=0 7=1

1  /_1 1

+ 2-YCij\fl2Vlj\2 + 4(^0/ + ^o,/-i)Iaíi^o/|2-

7=0

However,

Ci)>C2|a||x*w+1-x*;|,

ko,7+1 ~eoj\ < 2c0|a|m(AT0*7),0j>

h  m irh
ko,7+1 -^0,7-1! < 2c0|a|m(A^ UAT^.,),

^o/ + ^o,/-i >2c2|a||x*/-x*/|,

and therefore,

ReBh(v,xuPhv)

1-1 .        1-1

> -2c0|a| Y m(K^j)\pvoj\2 - -¡co\*\ Y m(Koj u Ko,j-i)\ßi^Oj\
7=0 7=1

1    í y
+ 2C2l»l { \*u - *oi\\PiVoi\2 + Y lxL7+i - xfyll/fc«!;!2

With the definitions of the mesh-dependent norms || • ||/2(i2/, ), || • ||/°(n* ) > and

i2(ô+n* ) m mind, this yields

}hf„     ,,. p/¡„,\\   _ 1~  l„IIU,l|2

I/,,

ReB»(v,xuPhv)> -2c0|a|||W||/2(nî/)

- 2-¿o|a||M|2„(ní;) + ^2|a|||^||2(a+ní;)   Vü £ ^_*

for 2 < / < N(h). Analogously, when / = 1 and 2 < k < M(h),

ReBh(v , XkiPhv) > - 2c0|a|||v||22(£îi])

- faWNI^) + î^lallMI2^,   Vu e ̂ _*.

Let us finally consider the case k = X, I = X . In this instance,

ReBh(v, xxxPhv) = ¿Ciol/^fiol2 + i^oil/ii^oi|2-

Noting that

cio > c2|a||x*! -xhx0\,        eox > c2|a||x*! -xg,|,

we obtain

ReBh(v,XiiPhv)>±c2\a\\\v\\2i{d+al¡)   Vv£%>.   O
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3.3. Stability. In order to complete the stability proof initiated in the previous

subsection, we need a bivariate discrete Gronwall inequality asserted in Lemma

6 below. Its proof relies on the following univariate discrete Gronwall lemma

which is easily proved by induction.

Lemma 5. Suppose that (ai), (b¡), (ci), and (di) are four sequences of nonneg-

ative real numbers such that the sequence (ci) is nondecreasing, and

/-i

a¡ + hi <Ci + Y djQj,    i > X,       ao + bo<c0.

7=0

Then
//-.    \

a, + bj < Ci exp I ^ d¡    ,        i > X.

V=o    /

As a consequence of this, we obtain the following result.

Lemma 6. Suppose that C is a nonnegative constant, and (a¡j), (b¡j), (c¡j),

(a¡), and (ßi), i, j > 0, are five sequences of nonnegative real numbers such

that
i-i k-i

au + bki + ck¡<C + YaJbkj + Y foc» '        k,l>0,
7=0 i=0

with the convention that empty sums are equal to zero. Then

(21)     aki + bk! + cki < Cmin{exr)(Ai + Bkexp(Ai)),exr)(Bk+Aiexp(Bk))}

for k, I > X, where

l-l k-l

A, = Y<*i>    Bk = Yßt>        k,l>\.
7=0 1=0

Proof. Let us fix k , and apply Lemma 5 to obtain

akl + bki + cu< Í C + Y ß'c>i ) exP(^/) »        k,l>X.

Now fixing / in this inequality and applying Lemma 5 again, we get

au + hi + ck¡<C exp(A¡ + Bk exp(A¡)).

Repeating the process by first fixing / and then k , we obtain

akt + bk, + ckl < Cexp(Bk +A¡exp(Bk)).

Finally, (21) is arrived at by taking the minimum of the right-hand side terms

in the last two inequalities.    D

Lemma 7. Suppose that the family ,Th £ .9~ satisfies hypotheses HI and H2.
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Then

!f\ m (AT* LIAT*,  .)
Y max   -TIT-4^<8c2(l+2c0),        X<k<M(h),
jr¡o<i<k-i   |x*+1>;.-x*.|

2<l<N(h),

Y max   —-¿±-'-^- <8c?(l+2c0),       2<k<M(h),
tro<7</-. i<j+1-x*;i -

1 <l <N(h).

Proof. We shall only prove the first inequality; the proof of the second is anal-

ogous. Let us consider a partition iTh = {A"*|0 < /' < M(h) - X, 0 < j <

N(h) - 1} . Then, by Lemma 1,

m(A-*UA-*,_

h2       h2nKh      nK*

= m(K?j) + m(Klj_x) <\-ff- + y^ \ |x?+. ,7 - x?7
ij i.j-l

Krttfj^-^ + tfj-xtj.xl^j-xtjl

< a2 (    max    |x*  +1 - x* | +    max    |x*- - x* ,_, | ) |x* ,    - x*,|.
\0<i<M(/i)     ,'-'+1 U       0<i<M(h)      J ''       )       +  lJ J

Therefore,

m(4uA"*      )
max   --r1-—k—

0<Kfc-l      |X*+1)7-X*;.|

< o2 [    max    |x* ■ , - x*| +    max    |x*, - x* ,_,
\0<i<M(h)       'J+ J        0<i<M(h)      J 'J

Summing through j = 1,...,/- 1, we obtain

£i              m(A-*uA-*,  .) /W-i
(22)       V   max   -^-LHri^ < 2<r2   Y      max    |x*-x*,|

¿Í0</<*-.       |X*+|W.-X*7|       - ¿    O^KM,*)1   '^ + l "'

for 2 < / < /V(A). The sum appearing on the right-hand side of this inequality

is estimated in the same way as (17) was arrived at:

N{h)-l

g  0<SÄ)|X^>-^^1 + 2C0-

Substituting this into the right-hand side of (22) yields

Y   max   —-^-4^<2ct2(1+2c0)
■*—' 0<i<k-l      \xh -\h\      ~
;=1    - -      '      lX/+l,7       Xiß

for 1 < k < M(h) and 2 < / < /V(/z). Since ct = 2ci, this gives the desired
inequality.    D

Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section.
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Theorem 2. Assuming HI, problem (3) has a unique solution uh(-, t) £ ^* .

If, in addition, H2 holds with c2 := ca - 8coc2(l + 2co) > 0, then

(2~, II" Hloo,U/2(£í))+c2|a|||w ||¿2iu,(/2(a+n))

<ci(ll«*(0)|lim + ||/llîai^m»),
where œ > j(l + 8co|a|), c^ = exp{c4+C4exp(c4)}, and c¿, = 16coc2(l+2co)/c2 •

Proof. The existence of a unique solution is proved constructively. Let AT,*.- e

9~h , ¿Th £ SF, and choose p = Xkh m (3)- Then (3) becomes a single ordinary
y

differential equation involving uh(xhj, t), w*(x*+1 •, r), w*(x*+1 J+1, i), and

«*(x? ,+i. 0 > the values of «*(•, t) at the four vertices of AT*-.

Let us assume, to begin with, that i = j = 0. Since w*(xoo > f) > M*(xîo > 0 >

and m*(xq1 , i) are determined by the boundary condition for all t > 0, they

can be eliminated, thus yielding a single linear first-order ordinary differential

equation for w*(x*,, t). This uniquely determines uh(xhu , t) for all t > 0.

In the same way, sweeping through all Kfj from left to right and bottom to

top, we can determine w*(x*/, /) uniquely for any pair (/', j) of nonnegative

integers, 1 < / < M(h), X < j < N(h). The nodal values uniquely determine

w* on the whole of Q.
In order to establish (23), we first note that for any k and /, 1 < k < M(h),

X <l<N(h),

(24) ll^llz.2(n»,) = H/2(04,)   WeL2(Q),

(25) Re (^ , Xk,Phv) = ^IMI/^,,   Vw e ^(L^Q)).

Choosing p = XkiPhv m (3), and employing (19), (24), and (25), we obtain

¿II^WII^-d + ScolaDII^WH2^

-q»MII«*(0ll|(i4) + ftMII«'(0lS(WS|) < ll/(0ll22(n*;,-

Letting o) > j(X + 8c0|a|), multiplying by exp(-2a>t), and integrating over the

interval (0, t), gives

e-lcol\\„hII»" Wll22(a2/, + <*M J^-2<OT\\uh(T)\\l{d+nii) dx

<ll^(0)||2(fi{;) + |c-2-||/(r)||2(n,)£/T

+ c0|a|jí'e-2^||M*(T)||2)(íií;)afT.
/o

Now take the supremum over t > 0 to get

X_

2

1 /"
supc-2-'||M*WI|22(íií/) + 2^|a|yo   e-2uJ'||M*(/)||22(ö+ni//

(26) ^llM/,(0)ll22(n*;) + yo   *~26"H/(0ll22(nî/'

/»OO

+ c0|a|y    e-2u"||W*(í)|||(£i,;)í/í.
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Letting

C = 2||«*(0)||?2(n) + 2^   e-2M\\f(t)\\2k(a)dt,

a0 = 0, Äj = 0,

2co      ma       m(A> **,,_,)
a; = —      max      ——7-¡—— ,

C2   0<k<M(h)-l      Ix* + 1/-X^|

2^0     _     w(4fUÄ{.i.|)
ßk = —     max

C2   0</<JV(A)-l      |x*./+, -Xhk¡

akl= supe-2w'||M*(/)||22(nM,
,>0 '""*/'

k-l

bkI = c2\*\Y\<i ,-4\ / e-26"i^i«*(xl7,oi2^,
to Jo
*~ j /»CO

c« = c2|a| Y \4,j+i - 4j\ J    e~2M\p2uh(xk], t)\2 dt
7=0

for X < k < M(h) and 1 < / < N(h), and setting ak0 = a0¡ = bk0 = b0¡ =
ckQ = c0/ = 0 for 0 < k < M(h) and 0 < / < N(h), we can write (26) as

l-l k-l

au + hi + cki<C + Y aJbkj + Y B'cn '        ° - k - MW ' ° - l- NW
7=0 /=0

(empty sums are equal to zero). Applying Lemma 6, in tandem with Lemma 7,

and letting c4 = 16coc2(l + 2cq)/c2 , we obtain

au + hi + ck¡ < C • exp{c4 + c4 exp(c4)}.

Recalling the definition of C, ak¡, bk¡, and ck¡, we obtain the inequality (23)

with C3 = exp{c4 + c4 exp(c4)} .   D

On a tensor-product nonuniform mesh, HI is automatically satisfied and,

since each A"* e y * is a rectangle, H2(i) also holds with Co = 0. In this case,

Theorem 2 can be improved: stability can be shown to hold without assuming

H2(ii). More precisely, we have the following result.

Theorem 3. Suppose that £F = {¿?~h} is a family of rectangular partitions of Q

and let co>\(X + 8c0|a|)   (= \). Then

(27) ll^llL.-ftiOM + ̂ MII«*!!!,..«,^))

<2||M*(0)||2(n) + 2||/||22ffl(/2(i2)).

Proof. Choosing p = Phuh in (3), noting that (20) implies

ReBh(v, Phv) > |ca|»|||t;||J(W1)   Vv 6 ^_* ,

and using (24) and (25), we obtain

5^ll«*(0llU + 5^WII«A(0ll22(a+fl) < ¿\\uh(t)\\lm + 2-ii/wiiU

for all t > 0. Multiplying by e~2a" and integrating, we obtain (27).   D
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4. Convergence

In §3, the stability of the finite volume method has been proved under the

hypotheses HI and H2. Here we investigate the accuracy of the scheme (3). We

begin by stating some preliminary results.

Lemma 8 [3, Theorem 4.3.2]. Let D and D be two bounded open subsets of

R" such that D = F(D), where F is a sufficiently smooth bijection with a

sufficiently smooth inverse F~x : D -> D.

Then, if the function v : D —► C belongs to the space WJ,(D) for some integer

/ > 0 and some p £ [ 1, oo], then the function îi = voF: D—> C belongs to

W¿(D), and there exists a constant C such that

H*IIl,(S) ̂ \\JF-'\\LÍ(D)\\VhP(D), V £ Lp(D),

\v\Wfl{3) < C\\JF-4x¿{D)\F\WL(B)\v\w,(D),        v £ WX(D),

^W}(D) - CWJF~l WlÍ (D)^F\WL(d)\V\^(D) + 1^1^(0)1^1^(0)) .

V£W2(D),

+ \F\wi(5)\v\w>{D))>

v £ Wp3(D).

Lemma 9. Suppose that the family of partitions SF = {^h} satisfies H2, and,

for K £ iTh , let FK denote the bilinear isoparametric mapping from the refer-

ence square K = (0, l)2 onto AT. Then FK is a bijection, and there exists a

constant C = C(cq , cx), independent of h^ , such that

\F^w^(K)^Ch^'    \F*\wi(k)^ChK>    \Fk\wi(k) = 0'

\FK   \w^(K) < Ch~   , \JFk\W^{k) - CflK>

\\JFK\\L^<ch2K,   \\JF-A\Lao(K)<ch-2.

Proof. In §4.3 of [3], the same result is stated but assuming (4) and (5) instead of

H2. According to Lemma 1, H2 implies both (4) and (5). Hence the result.   G

According to this lemma, a family of partitions 9~ satisfying hypothesis H2

is 1-strongly regular in the sense of Zlámal [17].

The next lemma is a simple consequence of the continuity of the trace oper-

ator T: HX(K) -> L2(dK) (cf. [1, Lemma 5.19]).

Lemma 10. Let K = (0, 1) x (0, 1). Then there is a positive constant C such

that for every w £ H3(K)

M^^^N/zw + M^))-

The main result of this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Suppose that the family of partitions 5F = {^Th} satisfies hypotheses

HI  and H2 with c2 := ca - 8c0c2(l + 2c0) > 0, and let u £ //¿(//2(Q)) n
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U~U   llLoo,a,(/2(ii)) + II"""   llz.2,w(/2(â+£î))

L2iûJ(//3(Q)), where cu > ±(1 + 8c0|a|). Then

(28)
< Chz(\\u\\H¿{Him + IMIl^//^))) ,

where C = C(c0, cx, c2, |a|).

Proof. Let n = u-Ihu and £ = Ihu-uh. Then u- w* = n + £,. We begin by
estimating £,. Clearly,

■|f.,)+J.(i>,)..(U+7.M,J,
for all /> in ^#*. Thus, £ is the solution of problem (3) with / replaced by

-(dt]/dt + V • (a//)). By virtue of Theorem 2,

II^IIloo.^ío.)) + c2|a|||<j;||i,2ia)(/2(9+n))

< C(c0, cx, c2) ( ||£(0)||2(ii) +   ^ + V • (a»/) 2 J •
V °l Ia.«(6(0))/

Noting that ||í(0)||/2(n) = || ?7(0)||/2(í2) , and using the triangle inequality, yields

I"-" lli-oca^n))4"!!"-" lk2,„(/2(o+0))

(29)
< C(cq,cx , c2, |a|) [\\rj\\LooMi2m + \\n\\L2<a{i2{a+Q)) + \\n(0)\\,2{a)

\dt]\
dt

+ l|V-(af/)||¿2i(u(/2(r2))
lL2..(/2(0))

The first four terms on the right are easily estimated by using the Bramble-

Hilbert lemma [3, Theorem 4.1.3] and Lemma 8, together with the bounds in

Lemma 9:

(30) HíIIl»..(6(0)) < C(co,cx)h2\\u\\Loo w{H2m,

(31) ll'/lli.2,(0(/2(a+Q)) < C(c0, cx)h \\u\\Ll jxn^ci)),

(32) lk(0)||/2(a)<C(co,c,)/i2||«ol|//2(n),

(33)
dn

dt
<C(co,cx)hl\\u\\Hl(H2m,

t2.«(/2<0))

where // = max^^/, hx ■

The nontrivial part of the proof consists of estimating the last term on the

right-hand side of (29). Thus, we consider

(34) ^/,V-(^^=^)L^(Z)^)"la-n^i-

The expression on the right-hand side of (34) can be decomposed as follows:

-^nr\ I ^JFK(DFK)~x*-nr)ds
m(Ai JdK

(35) = JokXm(K)

J,fk(xq)

ibk  rn(K)

= TX + T2,

jF^\DFK)-x(s)-^^-(DFK)-x(x0)\a-niids
m(K)

+
j.

DFK)  l(xo)a-nf¡ds
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where xq is an arbitrary but fixed (interior) point in K. We begin by estimating

Tx. Let us define the following two matrices:

A-pSrtmm.    B.fS&tpFtx*).
Jfk(s) Jfk\x)

Recalling the well-known inequality

\[A-x-B-x]\<\[A-B]\\[A-l]\\[B-x]\,

where |[-]| denotes the matrix norm subordinate to the Euclidean norm on

R2, and denoting by So the point s £ dK at which \[A~X - B~x]\ (being a

continuous function on dK) reaches its maximum value, we obtain

17-, I <
DFk(xq)     DFk(sq) Jfk(xo)Jfk(so)

Jfk{xq)       Jfk{sq)

[(DFk)-x(xq)]\\[(D

< {\Jfk(so) - JfAxoWkIw^

m(K)

x\[(DFK)-x(xo)]\\[(DFKrx(so)]MmLl{d^

+ \[DFK(xo) - DüWllll/jrJI^^IN—^IWH^^ ,

because (DFK)~x(x) = D(F¿x(x)). Now by virtue of Lemma 9,

r>l < C(c0, cx)u2\J,„{hK\JFK(s0) - JFk(xq)\_E
'h2m(K)

(36) + h2K\[DFK(xo) - DFK(SQ)]\}\\r)\\LÁd2)

<C(Co,Cx)\*\-J^\\fj\\Li(aZy

By H2(ii),

|7'i|<C(oB,Ci)|a||W||i.i(flîi.

The application of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma to the expression on the right

gives

|7ï| < C(c0,cj)|a||û|ff2(ai?),

and thence, by Lemma 10,

1711 < C(cq,cx)\h\(\û\h1(Î) + \û\HHÎ)).

Returning to the original variables, using Lemmas 8 and 9, we obtain

(37) ir.l^C^cOlal/^IMI™,

which is our final bound on Tx

Let us consider

-(DFk)-x(xq)&- i^nfjds,
JdK

_ Jfk(xq),

2      m(K) JdK

the second term on the right-hand side of (35). Define the vector

A:=J-^-(DFk)-x(xq)A.
m(K)
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Then, with Ax and A2 denoting the components of A ,

\Ti\ =

379

(38)

Ax[ I     fjdx2- I      fjdx2)
\JdKE JdKw JldKE

+A2 Ofj dxx - / _ fj dxx
dKN JdKs

where dKE, dKw (resp. dKN, dKs) denote the East, West (resp. North,

South) side of K, oriented in the positive y (resp. positive x) direction.

Applying the Bramble-Hilbert lemma, we obtain

I     fj dx2 - I      fj dx2
JdKp JdKw

<c

/ _ fjdxx - / _ r)dxx
JdKpj JdKs

<c

dxx dx\

d3Ct

dx2dx2

L2(K)

L2(K)

where C = C(cq , cx ). Changing variables, using Lemmas 8 and 9, and employ-

ing H2(ii), we get

(39)

(40)

I     fj dx2 - I      fj dx:
JdKE JdKw

I _ fjdxx -I     fjdxx
JdKN JdKs

< ChK\\u\\H}(K),

< ChK\\u\\Hi(Ky

Using again Lemma 9 and hypothesis H2(ii) gives

(41) \AX\ < C\a\hKx ,        \A2\<C\a\h~Kx.

Thus, from (38)—(41 ) we obtain

(42) |r2| < ClalAjcllKll/pyr,.

Now (37) and (42) provide the desired bound for the expression appearing on

the right-hand side of (34):

1
(43) ^JMDF^a.nnds < ClalÄArllHll//*,*).

From (34) and (43) we get

1

m(K) IV- (an)dx < C\a\hK\\u\\HHK),

and so

(44) l|V-(a/7)||/2(ii)<C//2|a|||W||//3(a),

where h = maxKeTh hx . Substituting (30)—(33) and (44) into (29), we obtain

(28).   D

For a family of tensor-product nonuniform partitions, hypotheses HI and

H2(i) are automatically fulfilled, and the error estimate (28) holds with Co = 0.

However, the constant C appearing on the right-hand side of the estimate is still

dependent on cx , which might suggest that allowing the constituent rectangles

in the partition to be thin and elongated damages the accuracy of the scheme. In

the next theorem we show that this is not the case by removing the dependence

of C on C| .
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Theorem 5. Suppose that & = {^rh} is a family of rectangular partitions of Q,

and let u £ HXW(H2(ÇÏ)) n L2,W(H\Q)), where (o>\. Then

I"-"   llLoc,a,(/2(£i)) + llM_M    llL2,m(/2(ô+n))
.It(45)

< C(\i\)hL(\u\Hl¡{H2(m + \u\L2w{mm).

Proof. Following the same route as in the beginning of the proof of Theorem

4, but using Theorem 3 instead of Theorem 2, we conclude that

II" - "AIUoc.,(/2(n)) + II" - >«*llia..(«afO))

< C(|a|) ( \\n\\Looai{km + ||9lli,..(««fO))

\9n\

(46)

+ M0)\\i2{q) + dt Li.o,(hm
+ l|V-(a^)||L2i(o(/2(n))   .

It remains to estimate the terms on the right-hand side. Consider ||rç||/2(n), and

note that

1

<47) m(K)

Using the Bramble-Hilbert lemma, we get

/ ndx= I
Jk Jk

fjdx.

\Lfjdx <C\û\ HHKY

Returning to our original variables, we obtain

Í fjdx <C[m(K)]-l'2hK\u\H2{K).
Jk

Thus, by (47) and the definition of the norm || • ||/2(íí)

(48) ||í/||/2(q) < Ch2\u\ma),

where C is a uniform constant. Similarly,

(49)

(50)

lfll/,(a+n) < Ch2\u\HHd+a),

dn

dt
<Ch7

/2(«)

du

dt HHCl)

The last term on the right-hand side of (46) is handled as follows:

1

(51)
m(K)

[v.(*n)dx = ^[pLdx + ^r[pL
Jk m(K) JK dxx m(K) JK dx2

0\_   f
~ A(J> Jk

dfj

dxx
dx +

m(K)

ai   f
A<2> k

dx

dr)
w2dx>

where hKx^ and AJ2' denote the lengths of the horizontal and vertical sides of

the rectangle AT, respectively. By virtue of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma,
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where C is an absolute constant. Returning to our original variables, we get

(52) y^Êldx < C[m(K)]-x'2{(h{^ + h^(hf)2}\u\mK),

(53) Ijt^^ <C[m(A:)]-1/2{(/Ig))3 + /Ig)(A0))2}M/i3w

From (51)—(53) we obtain that

-i- f V-(*n)dx < C\a\[m(K)]-x'2h2K\u\HHK).
m(K) jK

Hence,

(54) IIV-ta^H/^^CIal//2!^^).

Substituting (48)-(50) and (54) into (46), we obtain (45).   D

This result is consistent with the experimental evidence presented in [13],

which suggests that the accuracy of the cell vertex scheme is insensitive to mesh

stretching in the coordinate directions.

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that the cell vertex finite volume method for a time-

dependent linear hyperbolic equation in two spatial dimensions is second-order

accurate on a quadrilateral partition, provided that each quadrilateral is an

0(A2) perturbation of a parallelogram, and that the partition is regular in the

usual sense. Moreover, it has been shown that on a tensor-product nonuniform

partition, second-order accuracy can be maintained without assuming regular-

ity. Similar results hold for cell center finite volume approximations of elliptic

equations [16] and cell vertex approximations of steady hyperbolic equations

[10, 15]. The extension of the developments presented in this paper to linear

hyperbolic systems will be a subject of future investigation.
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